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Chapter 1: An Unofficial Opening

Ahmed and Lucy want to sneak into the blue room at the art show.

Lucy showed Ahmed a magic trick.

Ahmed and Lucy snuck into the blue room, and saw that the painting of the president was missing.

Adapted from the original text, *Lucy the Magnificent*, written by Damian Morgan, illustrated by Rae Dale.
Chapter 2: Searching

Ahmed & Lucy = very nervous & they want to find the thief.

They asked Mr. Miller the guard for help.

Ahmed & Lucy split up to look.

Lucy sees her mom, & she wants her to
Lucy the Magnificent, written by Damian Morgan, illustrated by Rae Dale.

Lucy snuck out of the room to keep looking for the painting.

Lucy found Ahmed tied up in a closet.
Chapter 3: The Thief Escapes

Ahmed said that Mrs. Williams tied him up in the closet.

Ahmed said that Mrs. Williams has the painting.

Ahmed and Lucy search for Mrs. Williams.

Adapted from the original text, *Lucy the Magnificent*, written by Damian Morgan, illustrated by Rae Dale.
Ahmed and Lucy find Mrs. Williams tied to a chair.

Mrs. Williams said Jim Spears made her take it.

Ahmed and Lucy look for Jim Spears.

They find him with the painting.

Jim Spears escapes with a painting.

Adapted from the original text, *Lucy the Magnificent*, written by Damian Morgan, illustrated by Rae Dale.
Chapter 4: Just in Time

Ahmed and Lucy run back to the blue room.

Lucy shows Ahmed that she took the painting.

Lucy was able to trick Jim Spears.

Adapted from the original text, *Lucy the Magnificent*, written by Damian Morgan, illustrated by Rae Dale.
Chapter 5: The Opening

They put the presidents painting on the wall.

Ahmed and Lucy ran out of the blue room,

and the president walked in.

Adapted from the original text, *Lucy the Magnificent*, written by Damian Morgan, illustrated by Rae Dale.
Ahmed and Lucy joined the crowd to join in the blue room.

Everyone loves the painting.

Lucy showed a magic trick to the president.

Lucy is the Magnificent.
Adapted from the original text, *Lucy the Magnificent*, written by Damian Morgan, illustrated by Rae Dale.